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The m division points on the curve y* =f(x) of the title are calculated 
explicitly and the effect of the Frobenius map on these points is found in order to 
evaluate the cubic character sum JJxtrnod Pj (f(X)/p). D 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
For a polynomial f(x) with integer coefficients, the character sum cfcX, is 
defined to be Cx(modp)(f(~)/~), where p is a prime and (a/p) is the 
Legendre symbol. If f(x) is linear clearly cf= 0, and it is well known that 
c 
a 
( )1 
-1, if b2 - 4ac f 0 (mod p) 
ax+bx+c = - 
P P-1, if b* - 4ac s 0 (mod p). 
It is surprising that beyond this very little is known even for a cubic f(x) 
except for some estimates. It is therefore equally remarkable that the exact 
value of cf is known for the following cubits: 
(i) x3 + ax, (ii) x(x’ + 4ax + 2a2), (iii) x3 + a, 
(iv) x(x2 + 21ax + 1 12a2), (v) x3 - 33 . 32a2x + 7. 16. 112a3. 
For the proofs of(i) see 12, 7, 11, 161, of (ii) see [l, 17, 12, 4, 61, of (iii) see 
[I, 10, 8, 181, of (iv) see 1141, and of(v) see 1131. The common feature of 
these five cubits is that the curve y2 =S(x) is simply the most general 
elliptic curve defined over the rationals with complex multiplication respec- 
tively by fi, fl, &!?, fl and J-iT. There are four other such 
elliptic curves and it is conjectured by E. Lehmer and R. J. Evans that in 
each of these cases cf has an answer similar to the known cases. Recently 
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H. Stark has developed a method (unpublished) which evaluates these sums 
systematically. 
The object of this paper is to treat the m case. We make use of the 
&i9 division points on the elliptic curve with complex multiplication by 
&i9. Here again the major difficulty is the calculation of these division 
points. The relevant f(x) in our case is 
f(x) =x3 - 23 . 19a*x + 2 . 19*a3, UEZ 
(see Hadano’s list 151 of all the elliptic curves defined over the rationals 
admitting complex multiplications). 
For this f we have (by letting x + ax) 
J$= (%) x,zd,, (x3 -23 ’ ‘r+ 2 ’ 19*) = (%) G (say). 
Our aim is the following: 
THEOREM 1. 
i 0 ifpr 2, 3, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18 (mod 19) 
G= c 
I 
otherwise, where 4p = c* + 19d2 where c is 
determined uniquely by (c/19) = (2/p). 
2. THE J--i-ji DIVISION POINTS ON y* = f(x) 
Let 
yLf(x)=x3-23 * 19a2x+2* 19*a3 (2-l) 
be the general elliptic curve with complex multiplication by m. If (x, y) 
is a generic point on (2.1) then it is known that [ 151 
-1 +pn 
2 (4 Y) = (X Y), 
where 
[(9 + a) x5 - 2* . 5(19 + o) ax4 + 23 . 5 . 19(16 -CT) u2x3 
-25.5.19(57-7u)u3x2+25.35192(6-u)u4x 
x= 
- 26 * 5 * 192(19 -4u)a5] 
(-2)[5x*-5(19-u)ux+2+ 19(11-u)u2]* 
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((1 - UP)Y[P + 0) x6-2 * 3 *5(19+a)ux5 
+2** 11*19(9+a)a*x4 
- 23 * 19(57 + 730) u3x3 - 24 * 3 * 192(23 - 3a) a4x2 
Y= 
+ 25 * 192(209 + a) u5x - 2h * 193(9 + a) a”] 
[5x2 - 5(19 - a) ox + 2 * 19(11 - a) u2]3 
(0=&B) 
-- 
It follows that ((-1 - -)/2)(x, y) = (X, Y). Subtracting we get 
-- e<x, y) = (K Y) - (X 0 
The &@ division points on (2.1) are those (x, y) for which 
m(x, y) =_I (the point at infinity), i.e., (x, y) for which X = 2 or 
Im(x> = 0, i.e., the (x, y) for which the x-coordinate satisfies the equation 
x9-22 * 19ux8 + 22 * 19 . 23u2x7 - 25 . lg2u3x6 - 25 . 11 . 1g2u4x5 
+ 2’ . 3 * 193u”x4 - 29 . 5 . 1g3a6x3 
+ 2’ * 3 * 194U’X2 - 28. 194a*x- 29 . 1g4a9 =o 
and letting x + -2ux in this equation we get 
x9 + 38x* + 19 . 23x’ + 4 . 1g2x6 - 22. 1g2x5 - 12 . 1g3x4 
-40 * 1g3x3 - 3 * 1g4x2 - 1g4x+ 1g4 =o. (2.2) 
If xi, x2 )...) x9 are the roots of (2.2) then the 18 proper g division points 
are (-2UXj, *Yj) (j= 1, 2,..., 9). Now it may be possible to actually prove 
that Eq. (2.2) has all its zeros in the maximal real subfield of Q(c) 
CC= e 2ni’19). However, our experience with the previous cases prompts us to 
look for the solutions in this maximal real subfield. So let cj = cj + c-1 
(j = 1, 2 ,,.., 9), and let 
Xl = a,<, + a2c2 + a,<, + a,<, + a545 + U6(6 + a,[, + a& + a,[, 
be a root of (2.2). Then the other eight roots will be the conjugates 
x2 = ‘951 + ‘I(, + %[3 + a,[, + u7t;5 + a,c, + a,(, + a,[, + a5[9 
X3=“6~,+u,~2+~,~3+~5~4+~,~5+~2~6+~4~,+~9~,+~3~9 
x4=“,~,+u9~2+~4~3+~,~4+~6~,+~,~6+~3~,+~2~,+~,~9 
xS =“4cl + u8c2 + a7c3 + a344 + UlCs + a5r6 + a9c7 + a6cg + a2[9 
x6=“3~,+u6~2+~9~3+~,~4+~4~5+~,~6+~,~7+~5c;,+~,~9 
X7=“,~,+u3~2+u5~3+~6~4+~2~5+~9~6+~,~,+~,~,+~459 
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x8 = a,il + as& + a,(, + a,<, + a,& + a,& + as& + a,& + as& 
x9=a2Cl +a4L+a6C3 +Q,C,+Q,L +a,r,+a,r,+a,r,+a,r,. 
TO find the values of the a,)~, we make use of the first two elementary 
symmetric functions in the x:s. We have 
x Xj = -Q, - a2 - Q3 -a, - a5 - a6 - a, - a, - a,. 
But by (2.2), Cxj = -38. Hence 
a, + a, + a3 + a4 + a5 + a6 + a, + a, + a, = 38 (2.3) 
Again work out the second elementary symmetric function Cxixj of x’s. A 
straightforward calculation shows that 
xxixj= [x Qf + 2 r QiQj- (a,a, + Q,Q, + aTa4 + a,a, + a,a, + a4a8 
+ a5a7 + asa + asa,> 
I 
x (ClCZ + tic9 + czc, + 1356 + c31;* + i,c* + isi, + isi, + 5657) 
+ ~Qft2~Qa,Qj-( 
L 
a,a,+a,a,+a,a,+a,a,+a,a,+a,a, 
+ a7a2 + asaS + agas) 
I 
x (C3i4 + LL + c3r9 + C4L + rsc, t C61, + hi* + rsrs + C,C,) 
+ ~aj+2~aiaj-( 
[ 
u,u4ta,a,+u3a,+a4a,+a,a,+a,a, 
+ Q7Q9 + a*af, t a,a,) 
I 
x Gr4 + rzrs + c357 -I- c4c3 + Li, + C6C5 + i,c, + is&, t i,C,) 
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Since &cj = <,+j + hei and jJ & = -1, each sum involving the Ct;,, in the 
above expression, equals -2. Thus the sum C xixj boils down to 
(19/2)(228 - C af). But again by (2.2), C xixj = 19 . 23, hence 
228-caj=46 
Equations (2.3) and (2.4) give 
caj=38 
c aj’ = 182. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
One hour’s calculation gives the following complete set of 14 solutions of 
(2.5): 
(a,,a,,a,,a,,a,,a,,a,,a,,a,)=(8,5,5,4,4,3,3,3,3), 
(8,5,4,4,4,4,4,3,2), (7,7,4,4,4,3,3,3,3), 
(7,6,6,4,3,3,3,3,3), (7,6,5,5,4,3,3,3,2), 
(7,6,5,4,4,4,4,2,2), (7,6,4,4,4,4,4,4, 11, 
(7,5,5,5,5,4,3,2,2), (7,5,5,5,4,4,4,3, I>, 
(6,6,6,5,4,4,3,2,2), (6,6,6,4,4,4,4,3, 11, 
(6,6,5,5,5,4,3,3, 11, (6,5,5,5,5,5,4,2, l), 
(5,5,5,5,5,5,4,4,0). 
Here in each case the aj may be combined with 6 in 9! ways but without 
loss of generality we may take x, = a, cl + 8! other possibilities so that each 
case has 8! subcases. These are far too many to be checked for solution by 
computation, even on a computer. Further, consideration of the third 
elementary symmetric function is hopeless and may, after all, not turn out to 
be fruiful. We, therefore, make use of the following set of congruences which 
are satisfied if x=a,~,+a,~,+u,~,+a,~,+a,~,+a,~,+a,~,+a,~,+ 
ag& is to be a solution of (2.2): 
x i2ai 3 0 (mod 19) 
c i4ai E 0 (mod 19) 
c i6a, 3 0 (mod 19) 
2 i’a, & 0 (mod 19). 
These are derived using the following: 
LEMMA. Let f(x) = b,x + b2x2 + ... + b,,x” (b,‘s are integers) and 
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p = (1 - [) be the ideal generated by 1 - C in Q(C), [ = eZni”‘. Then p” 1) f(c) 
iflf(l)=f(‘)(l)= . . . = f”‘(1) s 0 (mod 19) and f’“‘(l) f 0 (mod 19). 
Proof. Write f(x)=a,+a,(l -x)+ a.. +a,,(1 -x)‘*. The result 
follows using the facts that p ‘a = (19) and p 16, b E Z iff 19 1 b. 
Now to prove set (2.6) of congruences, let f(r) = u, [, + a2 C2 + . . . + a, Cg 
be a solution of (2.2). Then notice that in Q(C), (norm (f(r))) = (19’) = p144 
and therefore p8 I( f(C). Use the above lemma and get, in particular, 
f”‘(1)~f’“‘(1)~f’“‘(1)~0 (mod 19) and f’“‘(1) & 0 (mod 19) 
(the other congruences of the lemma are in fact redundant) which give the 
required congruences. 
With the constraints given by (2.6), the computer sorts out only two 9- 
tuples, namely (a,, a2, q, a4, a5, a6, a7, as, a,) = (7,4,4,4,&K 264) and 
(7, 5,6,3,4,2,3,3,5) from all the possible 8! permutations each from the 
fourteen 9-tuples mentioned earlier. Of these two the first one works out to 
be the right one. Hence we find that the 9 roots of (2.2) are 
x, = 7C, + 4C2 + 4C3 + 4C4 + 2C, + 5& + 2C, t 66, + 4[, 
and the conjugates x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x8, x, are found by letting 1; -+ t;’ (j = 2. 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) in x,. This then gives the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. The x-coordinates of the proper ,/%i division points 
on (2.1) are 
*, = -2ax, = -2~(7r, + 4C2 + 41;, + 4C4 + 2r, + 56, + 2c, + 64, + 44,) 
x2 = -2ax2 = -2@%, + 71;2 + 6& + 4c4 + 21;, + 4c6 + 5<, + 4& + 24,) 
X3 = -2ax, = -2~(5r, + 2C, + 7C, + 2C4 + 6r, + 41;, + 4r, + 4c, + 4[,) 
X4 = -2ax4 = -2a(2C, + 4C2 + 4C3 + 71;, + 5C, + 61;, + 46, + 41;, t 2&,) 
x5 = -2ax, = -2~(4r, + 6~~ + 2c, + 4r4 + 7~~ + 21;, + 4~’ t 5rs + 44,) 
x6 = -2ax6 = -2e& t SC2 t 41;3 t 2[4 t 4& t 716 t 44’ t 2[, t 61;,) 
X7 = -2ax, = -2a(6C, t 4C2 + 2C3 t SC, t 4& + 4~~ + 7[, + 2y, + 41;,) 
x8 = -2ax8 = -wh t x2 t 4c3 t 4c4 t 4& t 41;, t 61;’ t 7& + 5~~) 
x9 = -2axg = -2a(4C, + 4C2 + 5C3 + 6(4 t 4[, t 2[, + 2[, + 4C, t 7C,). 
Now substitute for X, in (2.1) and we get the corresponding y-coordinate 
as y, = = -[355& t 9lc, + 207& t 2714, t 51& + 379(, + 194, + 
323&, t 147[93”*. L&X= 3556, t 91C, + 207C, + 271C t 51[, t 379c6 + 
19& + 3231;, t 147C,. We expect X “* to belong to Z [ [I. In case it does not, 
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we still have the m outside to fiddle with; it may be that (-X)r’* or 
(*2x)“* or (*19X)“* or (*38x)‘/* may lie in Z[C]. Trying for these 
various possibilities we see that (-19x)“’ works; i.e., 
with cj E Z is solvable and we want to determine the cj. Squaring and 
equating coefficients we get the following system of Diophantine equations: 
(Cl - c21* + (C, - q* + (C, -q* + (C, - c,)* + (C, - c,)* 
+ (c, - c,)* + (c, - c,)* + (c, -C,)* + C; = 6745 
cc2 - Cd2 + cc, - c,)* + (C, - c,)* + (C, - q* + (C, - c,)* 
+ (C, - c,1* + (C, - c,)* + (C, - cl)* + c; = 1729 
(C, - c,1* + cc, - Cd2 + (C, - CJ2 + (C, - CJ2 + (C, - cl)* 
+ (Cl - CJ2 + (C, - c,)* + (C, -q* + c: = 3933 
cc, - q* + (C, - c,j* + (C, - q* + (C, - q* t (C, - q* 
+ (C, - c,)* + (C, - c,)* + (C, - C,)Z + c: = 5 149 
(C, - Cd2 + cc, - Cd2 t (C, - CJ2 t (C, - c,)* t (C, - c,)* 
t (c, - c,)* t (C, - C,)* t (C, - C,)* t Cf = 969 (2.7) 
cc, - Cd2 + cc, - CJ2 t (C, - c,)* + (C, - c,)* t (C, - c,)* 
+ (C, - c,)* + (C, - C,)* t (C, - C,)* + C; = 7201 
cc, - c,)* + cc, - c,)* t (C, - q* t (C, - c,)* t (C, - c,)* 
t (c, - c,)* t (C, - C,)* t (C, - C,)* + C; = 361 
(Cl7 - Cd2 t cc, - CJ2 t (C, - CJ2 t (C, - c,)* t (C, - q2 
t (c, - c,)* t (C, - C,)* t (C, - C,)* t C,z = 6137 
(C, - cl)* + (Cl - Cd2 + (C, - c,)* + (C, - c,y t (C, - c,y 
+ (C, - c,)* + (C, - CJ2 t (C, - c,)* t c; = 2793. 
In (2.7) by expanding the squares in the first equation, we find that c, is 
odd. Similarly looking at the other equations we infer 
(i) All cI)s are odd. 
Again if (c c r, 2 ,..., c,) is a solution of (2.7) then so is (-c,, -c, ,..., -c,). 
Therefore: 
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(ii) Without loss of generality we can take any one of the ci)s to be 
positive. 
(iii) Immediate bounds can be given to cI)s from the equations in 
(2.7), e.g., the first equation implies cf < 6745 giving -82 < c1 < 82. 
(iv) A solution of (2.7) also satisfies the conditions given by (2.6). 
Now keeping the above conditions in view, we solve the tiresome system 
(2.7) of diophantine equations on a computer and get 
as a solution. Since there is a unique solution (upto sign), this gives -19X = 
(3X, + 7C, + 23C, + 295[, + 3C5 + 39& - <, + 25& + 114,)‘. This may be 
directly checked. We have proved the following: 
PROPOSITION 2. The y-coordinates of the m division points on (2. I ) 
are respectively 
Y, = (2a)“’ . a[% + 71;, + 2% + 291;, + 35, + 391;, - i, + 255, + 1 I[,] 
Y, = (2a)“* . a[ 1 K, + 35[, + 251;, + 7& - I;, + 23(, + 39[, + 29<, + 35,] 
Y, = (2a)“* . a[39& - C2 + 35& + 3& + 256, + 71, + 291, + 1 l<, + 23&l 
Y4 = (2a)“’ . a[% + 1 lC2 + 2% + 351;, + 394, + 25C, + 23& + 71;, - (,] 
Y, = (2a)“’ . 42% + 25~~ - c3 + 2% + 35r, + 3r, + iii, + 391;, + 7~~1 
Ye = (2a)“’ . a[% + 396 + 1 G-3 - t-4 + 2% + 351;, + 7C, + 31, + 251;, ] 
Y, = (2a)“’ . 42% + 23r, + 3r, + 39r, + 7r, + 1 ir, + 351;, - is + 29&j 
Y, = (2a)“’ . a[-& + 3C2 + 7C3 + 1 li, + 23C, + 291;, + 251, + 351;, + 39&j 
Y, = (2a)“’ . a[7& + 29& + 39C, + 254, + 1 K, - <, + 31, + 235, + 35&j. 
Now let _P be the m division point (X, , Yi). Then all the 18 proper 
&i?i division points are f jP, j = 1, 2,..., 9. We further need to know which 
is which. A simple calulation involving addition of points on (2.1) gives 
finally the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let Xj and Yj (j = 1, 2 ,..., 9) be as found in Propositions 1 
and 2. Then the proper q division points (18 in number) on the elliptic 
curve (2.1) are (Xj, kYj). If P is the point (X, , Y,) then 2P = (X4, -Y.,), 
38’ = (X,, -Y,), 4P = (X,, Y3), 5P = (X6, Ye), 6P = (X2, Y,), 71’ = (X,, , Y,), 
8P = (X,, -Y,), 9P = (X5, Y5) and of course for any point (X, Y) one has 
4x y) = (X, -q. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let NP be the number of points on the projective curve 
y* =x3 - 23 * 19z*x + 2 * 19*z3 
in the finite field of p elements. First of all, IV, = 1 + the number of solutions 
of the congruence y* = x3 - 23 . 19x + 2 . 19* (mod p) (the 1 coming from 
the point at infinity) 
=1+x1+ $ =p+l+G 
i i 
(the 6 mentioned in Theorem 1) (3.1) 
But by a well known theorem of Deuring’s 131 we have 
N= p+l, 
P 
1 
if p is not a norm from Q( @) to Q, 
p+l-n--f, otherwise, where p = Norm rr = rril. 
Let rr = (c + d \/--i)/2, c s d (mod 2). Then p = TM = (c* + 1 9d2)/4, i.e., 
4p = c* + 19d* and II + ii = c. Hence Deuring’s theorem gives 
NE p+L ifp= 2,3,8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18 (mod 19), 
P 
1 p+l-c, otherwise, where 4p = c2 + 19d*. 
(3.2) 
Equating (3.1) and (3.2) gives 
\O, 
G = j-c, 
ifpr 2,3,8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18 (mod 19) 
otherwise, i.e., if p = 1,4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 16, 17 (mod 19). (3.3) 
Here the problem is the sign of c, i.e., the normalization of rc and 7% 
Deuring’s theorem also tells us that the correct sign +7c or -rr is that for 
which multiplication of points of (2.1) by the rr with the correct sign has the 
same effect as has the Frobenius automorphism 
f ,  : tx, Y) + (xp, ~9 (mod P). 
We try the action of the Frobenius automorphisms on the m division 
point _P = (X,, Y,) of Theorem 2 with a = 1 for p s 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 16, 
17 (mod 19) successively. 
Case 1. p E 1 (mod 19). We have &Cp) = (X7, YT) = (X, , (2/p) Y,) = 
(2/p)(X,, Y,). But &Cp) = np by the very definition of z with the correct 
sign. Hence (II - (2/p))f =L. But _P is a proper fl division point, and it 
follows that rt= (2/p) (mod m), i.e., c + d m z 2(2/p) (mod 
m), i.e., -c = 17(2/p) (mod 19). 
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Case 2. p = 4 (mod 19). Then f,(E) = (XT, YT> = (X,, (2/p) YJ = 
(2/P)KY Y4) = (2/P)(-2P) t see Theorem 2). Hence as above 7~ s -2(2/p) 
(modm) giving -c = 4(2/p) (mod 19) and similarly 
Case 3. p E 5 (mod 19). Here -c z (2/p) (mod 19). 
Case 4. p = 6 (mod 19). Here -c z 9(2/p) (mod 19). 
Case 5. p = 7 (mod 19). Here -c G 16(2/p) (mod 19). 
Case 6. p = 9 (mod 19). Here -c = 6(2/p) (mod 19). 
Case 7. p = 11 (mod 19). Here -c = 5(2/p) (mod 19). 
Case 8. p = 16 (mod 19). Here -c = 11(2/p) (mod 19). 
Case 9. p = 17 (mod 19). Here -c z 7(2/p) (mod 19). 
Hence by (3.3) 
ifp= 2, 3,8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15. 18 (mod 19), 
otherwise where 4p = c’ + 1 9d2 
with 
/ 
4 
5 
6 
aspr { 7 (mod 19). 
9 
11 
16 
i.e., (c/l 9) = (2/p). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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